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Abstract

This paper describes our method for the action classifi-
cation task of the THUMOS Challenge 2015. As appear-
ance features, we extract the frame features from the middle
layer of pretrained Convolutional Neural Network and en-
code them with VLAD. As motion features, we extract HOG,
HOF and MBH along improved dense trajectories and en-
code them with Fisher Vector. Appearance features are clas-
sified with averaging Passive Aggressive and motion fea-
tures with SVM. We achieve 66.8% mean average precision
on the validation set.

1. Introduction
This paper describes our recognition system and our re-

sult in the THUMOS Challenge 2015. The aim of this chal-
lenge is to recognize a large number of action categories
from open source videos in a realistic setting. Detailed in-
formation about this challenge is on the challenge website
[1].

2. System Pipeline
Figure 1 shows the pipeline of our system for the action

recognition. In this section, we describe our appearance
features and motion features as well as their classification
methods.

2.1. Appearance Features

We investigate novel methods for appearance features.
We apply each frame to the VGG net [4] pre-trained on the
ImageNet 2012 dataset and use the state of the 6th layer
as a frame feature. After that, we encode obtained features
with VLAD [2]. There are several reasons that we employ
VLAD to encode the frame features. First, VLAD can ex-
press not only the meaning of the feature space, but also the
spatial extent of the feature space. Second, VLAD is stable
for high-dimensional features since it calculates the repre-
sentation by simply subtracting the codeword vectors from

the features.
We use one-versus-rest averaging Passive Aggressive

(aPA) [6] for motion features as classifier because SVM
shows lower performance than aPA for appearance features.

It is time-consuming to extract features from all frames.
So we reduce the frame rates of validation and test videos
from 30 fps to 5fps. Since train videos are very short, we
do not reduce frame rates.

2.2. Motion Features

As motion features, we extract HOG, HOF and MBH
along improved dense trajectories (iDT) [7]. First, we apply
PCA to these features and reduce each feature to 64 dimen-
sions. After that, we encode obtained features with Fisher
Vector (FV) [3] and apply power and L2 normalization to
the encoded vectors.

We use one-versus-rest SVM for motion features as clas-
sifier because aPA shows lower performance than SVM.

2.3. Late Fusion

In order to combine several features, we simply sum up
obtained scores from classifiers.

3. Experiment Results
In this section we describe our experimental results on

validation dataset. Note that we do not use background data
at all. We only use 13320 videos from UCF101 [5] for train-
ing on validation set.

3.1. Appearance Features

Averaging means that obtained features from each frame
are averaged over frames. Table 1 shows that the mean
average precision (mAP) of VLAD and aPA is 50.9%; an
improvement of 5.2% over Averaging and SVM. Thus, we
encode frame features with VLAD and classify with aPA.

Table 1. mAP of appearance features
Averaging VLAD

SVM 45.7 46.2
aPA 42.7 50.9
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Figure 1. Our system pipeline

3.2. Motion Features

Table 2 shows mAP of HOG, HOF, MBH and all com-
bined. When combining features, we simply sum up three
scores obtained from classifiers. Unlike appearance fea-
tures, aPA shows lower performance than SVM. Then, we
encode each of HOG, HOF and MBH with FV, and classify
each with SVM.

Table 2. mAP of motion features
SVM aPA

HOG 45.2 42.5
HOF 48.6 46.3
MBH 51.4 48.4

Combined 57.8 55.6
(HOG+HOF+MBH)

3.3. Combination of Appearance and Motion fea
tures

In order to combine the results, we simply sum up the
obtained scores. In fact, Table 3 shows that combining ap-
pearance representation with aPA and motion representation
with SVM (proposed method) outperforms other methods.

Table 3. mAP of combining appearance and motion
Appearance Motion mAP

aPA SVM 66.8
SVM SVM 64.5
aPA aPA 63.8

We also try slight setting change, that is, adding appear-
ance features (Averaging and Maxpooling) to the proposed
method. However, it does not outperform the method with-
out adding as shown in Table 4.

Finally, the following is our proposed method in detail:
first, we encode VGG features with VLAD and classify
them with aPA, and encode HOG, HOF and MBH with FV
and classify them with SVM. After obtaining scores from

Table 4. mAP of adding appearance features
Avgeraging Maxpooling mAP

proposed method - - 66.8

proposed method+

SVM - 64.5
aPA - 64.5

- SVM 65.8
- aPA 61.6

SVM SVM 63.2

classifier, we simply sum up them. The confusion matrix of
this method is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Confusion matrix on validation set
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